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PART III

PATTERNS AND PERSPECTIVES

MOSCOW AND BERLIN

The, key to Soviet tactics to West Berlin, and thus re-
on the Berlin problem lies in frained from directly challeng-
the decisions Moscow took in the ing the Allies' right to free
summer and fall of 1955. Al- access. It is this document

though at the Geneva summit meet- which provides the justifica-
ing in July that year the Soviet tion for present East German
leaders re-endorsed the standard actions.
formula for German reunification
through free elections, they made A further step in construct-
it clear they had no intention ing the new Soviet policy was
of permitting a unification of spelled out by Foreign Minister

Germany which. would entail the Molotov at the Geneva foreign
dissolution of the East German ministers' conference in Novem-

regime and seriously threaten ber 1955 when he rejected reuni-

the postwar status qpo. Having fication of Germany by means of

failed to block the entry of West free elections and declared

Germany into NATO and Bonn's re- that unification was possible

armament, Moscow adopted a new "only" through a rapprochement

course aimed at gaining Western between the two German states.

acceptance of the concept of two He said the four powers were no

Germanys. longer primarily responsible
for German unification, and

Moscow's initial move in proposed instead .that they con-

this direction was the estab- centrate on negotiating a peace
lishment of relations with Bonn treaty.
during Adenauer's visit in Sep-
tember 1955. The USSR then im- The last step in this

mediately proceeded to consoli- process was the new Soviet po-
date and strengthen the position sition that a peace treaty
of East Germany by concluding a should be signed with both Ger-

state treaty granting Ulbricht's man states or a German confed-

regime all the attributes of sov- eration, in contrast to the
ereignty. The provisions of the former Soviet acknowledgment
treaty, concluded on 20 Septem- that a peace treaty would be

ber 1955, were amplified by a concluded with a reunified Ger-

simultaneous exchange of letters many. For Moscow, this new ap-
between Soviet Deputy Foreign proach left two significant is-

Minister Zorin and East German sues unresolved--the status of

Foreign Minister Bolz. Berlin and the conclusion of a
final peace settlement.

The Bolz-Zorin letters made
East Germany (German Democratic The Soviet leaders were

Republic--GDR) responsible for fully aware that continued West-

control of its frontiers, of the ern occupation of Berlin and

demarcation line with West Ger- the absence of a peace treaty
many, of the outer ring around were tangible and symbolic man-

Greater Berlin, of Berlin it- ifestations that the division
self, and of the communications of Germany was considere. a
line between West Germany (Fed- temporary phenomenon by the West

eral Republic) and West Berlin, and that the Allies refused to
The agreement, however, tempo- accept East Germany as either
rarily reserved to the USSR con- a permanent or legitimate gov-
trol of Allied military access ernment. The Soviet leaders
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were also aware that the USSR's Although in 1956 and 1957
wartime and postwar gains in the bloc was diverted by the
Europe were closely bound to the serious problems arising from
future of Germany. the Polish and Hungarian re-

volts, Soviet and East German
Since the Kremlin was un- officials continued to reinforce

willing to abandon the East Ger- East German "sovereignty" by
man regime and indulge in serious unilateral pronouncements and
negotiations, it established a actions. In a joint statement
long-range goal of forcing the in January 1957 the two govern-
West to accept the permanent ments noted. that the air corri-
partition of germany and there- dors were provisional and limited
by to confirm the status quo in in character and did not affect
Eastern Europe. The final step the air sovereignty of the East
in this policy was the crisis Germans. By the end of the year
over Berlin, initiated by Khru- the East Germans had advised
shchev in his speech op 10 No- foreign travelers that they would
vember 1958. have to obtain East German visas

to enter the GDR.
Bloc Tactics: 1955-1958

Allied diplomats previously
From late 1955 until Khru- bad entered East Germany on the

shchev's speech, the USSR and basis of Soviet 'passes. Despite
the GDR engaged in a determined Western protests, this rule was
effort to isolate West Berlin adhered to by the East Germans,
and erode the Western position., with the result that Allied mis-
In the spring of 1956 the Soviet sion officials no longer visited
Union finally dissolved its the Soviet zone, and, in moving
Directorate of Border Controls from West Germany to Berlin,
and turned over full responsi- bad to use the military orders
bility to the East.Germans. Of- approved by the Russians for
ficial statements that East Ber- the Allied forces.
lin was the capital of the GDR
culminated in the Soviet answer In 1958 the Kremlin again
to the Western protest over the confirmed its position that
parade of the East German troops East Berlin was the capital of
in East Berlin on 1 May 1956. East Germany, rejected Allied
Having made its point that East protests over military activity
Germany was sovereign in East in East Berlin, and refused to
Berlin, Moscow turned to the intervene in the detention of
issue of. nonmilitary access by a US Army car by East German
the Western powers. police. At that time, the So-

viet commandant made it clear
By November 1956 the USSR that he was no longer the "sec-

had forced through Soviet demands tor commandant."
that only Allied personnel with
appropriate travel orders were Within the Soviet zone,
permitted to ride military trains. however, unrest and dissatis-
Soviet officials also insisted faction reached levels reminis-
on the right to inspect these cent of 1953, and the number
orders and the identity docu- of refugees coming into West
ments of military passengers, Berlin increased sharply. The
thus underlining their claim loss of professional personnel,
that the Allied trains were for primarily doctors, was par-
use of the Berlin garrisons ticularly galling to the East
only. German regime.
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In addition, persistent Berlin Crisis: 1958-60
Soviet erosion tactics had
failed to achieve any decisive Khrushchev's aim was to
change in the Western stand by confront the Western powers
late 1958. Moreover, Khru- with the apparent dilemma of

- shchev's campaign to convene a risking war to maintain their
summit meeting to deal with existing rights in Berlin or
European security and a German making concessions which would
treaty had yielded no gains. erode their position not only

in Berlin but on the question
In the meantime Bonn not of German unification. In ad-

only had strengthened its ties dition to using the Berlin
with NATO and the new De Gualle threat as a lever for overcom-
government but also, in March ing Western resistance to a
1958, decided to accept NATO- summit meeting under conditions
controlled nuclear weapons and favorable to the USSR, Khru-
missiles. By July, the Adenauer shchev's strategy was to manip-
government had regeived a pop- ulate the Berlin issue as a
ular mandate for this policy in means of wringing concessions
a local election in which the from the West which would lead
issue of nuclear weapons played eventually to some form of rec-
a decisive role. Against this ognition of the East German re-
background of growing German gime and to acceptance of the
strength in Central Europe and status quo in Eastern Europe.
increasing instability in East
Germany, Khrushchev chose to Since May 1959, when nego-
reopen the Berlin question in tiations opened with the Geneva
a new and acute form. foreign ministers' conference,

BERLIN \ -
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Khrushchev's fundamental goal Erosion Tactics
has been not to drive Western
forces out of Berlin in some Despite Khrushchev's post-
brief period, but to bring a- summit pledge not to raise ten-
bout a fundamental change in sion in Berlin during this in-
the legal status of the city. terim period, the Soviet lead-
Such a change, in Moscow's view, ers, in conference with Ulbricht,
would seriously undermine the apparently mapped out a campaign
Western powers' long-standing of moves to confront the West
insistence that their rights in with a series of faits accomplis-
Berlin--based on the uncondi- designed to weaken the Western
tional surrender of Germany--- bargaining position in a future
continue until Germany. is re- conference and maintain a state
unified by four-power agreement, of tension prior to further

talks. With the main issue of

The Soviet position, there- Allied rights deadlocked pend
fore, has consisted of two main ing negotiations, Moscow and
elements: an offe to negotiate the East Germans turned to the
a modification in Berlin's sta- most vulnerable area and least

tus, and a threat to take uni- dangerous aspect of the Western
lateral action if no agreement position--West German access.
is reached. While the maximum
Soviet demand has continued to The first concentration of

be for the creation of a free fire on.Bonn came on 30 August,
city, all subsequent amendments, when the East Germans used the
including the compromise solu- little-publicized meetings of
tion for an interim period, refugee groups in West Berlin to

have aimed at liquidating the demonstrate their control not
Western rights to remain in only of the zonal demarcation
Berlin without restrictions, line but of the Berlin sector
pending German unification, boundaries as well. With the
Since the West has no interest 9 September order requiring West
in negotiating away its rights, Germans to obtain special per-
Moscow has used several ultima- mission to enter East Berlin,
tum-like deadlines, either ex- the East Germans began to put
plicit or implicit, to guaran- into practice their contention,
tee continuing Western interest supported by the Bolz-Zorin
in discussing the issue and a- letters, that East Berlin was
voiding a showdown, the capital of the GDR.

The breakdown of the sum- This contention was but-
mit conference in Paris marked tressed by East German refusal
the end of this negotiating to honor West German documen-
phase of the Berlin crisis and tation for entry into Berlin
confronted Khrushchev with the by foreign diplomats accredited
choice of carrying out his to Bonn. Moscow provided full
threat against Berlin and ac- diplomatic support in its note
cepting the high risks involved of 26 September confirming the
or deferring action until a fur- validity of the Bolz-Zorin
ther round of negotiations could agreement granting East German
be attempted with a new American sovereignty in Berlin. To un-

administration. His choice of derline this position, the
the latter course clearly re- Soviet commandant objected to
flected not only his preference Allied use of the title "com-
for a policy of limited risks mandant of the Soviet sector,"
but also his confidence that long in disuse by Moscow but
the forces which brought about never specifically disavowed,
the Paris meeting were still op-
erative in the West. Having established the

right to control the sector.
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border, thereby making it de Recent East German and
facto a state frontier, the East Soviet statements, however,
Germans will probably concentrate suggest that this issue could
on improving the technical as- become critical The East Ger.
pects of this control. This may mans might begin by informing
mean rearranging transportation the Western airlines that un-
schedules within Berlin, reduc- less they conclude traffic agree-
ing the number of crossing points ments with the East zone or with
-- there now are five points where the East German airline Luft-
West Germans can obtain permits hansa, the regime will consider
to enter East Berlin--and in- their flights illegal. At that
creasing the number of police-to point the Soviet.controller in
permit more effective checking. the Berlin Air Safety Center

would probably inform his Al-
Tightened controls, osten- lied colleagues that Moscow

sibly introduced for control of would limit its guarantee of
West Germans, would also be flight safety to military flights
utilized to screen more effec- only,
tively the movement of East Ber-
liners and East Germans. At Pressure on the Western
some point the East Germans may airlines to reach agreement with
announce new regulations forbid- the East Germans could be ap-
ding East Berliners and East lied by a series of incidents
Germans to enter West Berlin in the corridor. If the air-
without official permission or. lines opened negotiations, the
special documentation, thereby East Germans would probably in-
greatly increasing the risks for sist on some form of passenger
potential refugees, control, with the result that

passenger lists would dwindle.
At the same time, the East

Germans can be expected to con- Surface access, however,
tinue their psychological war- remains the most critical and
fare against the West Berliners, therefore most vulnerable as-
A first step in the latest cam- pett of Berlin's ties to the
paign was the decree making it West. In considering this
impossible for West Berliners to issue, the USSR and the ,GDR
visit bloc countries unless they would probably avoid the mis-
obtain a special East German in- takes of the 1948-49 blockade
sert in their personal identity and refrain from interfering
documents. Although for many with the movement of Allied
Berliners this is a minor per- freight or personnel and from
sonal inconvenience, the GDR's holding up shipments of food
refusal to honor West German :. or .medical supplies, concen-
passports implies that the West trating instead on stopping
Berliner is a new type of state- the movement of raw materials
less person, and processed goods essential

to the city's industry.
High on the list of poten-

tial harassments will be some For the bloc, a serious
action against commercial flights reduction in the flow of goods
through the air corridors--the would have the obvious advan-
one aspect of nonmilitary travel tage of causing unemployment
between Berlin and Bonn which the in West Berlin and weakening
East Germans have not brought un- its over-all economic position.
der control. Although the East In such a deteriorating situa-
Germans have long asserted they tion, the free-city concept
have the right to control this would be heavily propagandized
traffic, the possibilities of as an alternative status.
dangerous incidents or of a par-
tial air blockade have deterred There are hundreds of har-
Moscow from allowing'such action assment measures available to
thus far, advance this, objective of
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economic dislocation. Certain principle that a combination of

products of a leading West Ber- pressures, based largely on
lin electrical products firm threatening agitation rather

were recently confiscated on the than overt acts, and induce-

pretext that they constituted ments .in the form of compromise

"war production." Further, use solutions could persuade the -

could be made of special tax Western powers to negotiate their

decrees and tolls, Truck and own withdrawal from this exposed
barge traffic is already heav- position. Khrushchev may well

ily subsidized by Bonn-as a re- believe that stronger and more

sult of East German tolls im- direct pressures would not lead

posed since 1951. to a military clash and would
compel the West to consent to

Another field of harass- some significant change in the

ment which could be used to ad- status of the city.

vance the bloc's over-all ob-

jective of isolating the city His reluctance to press
is the large numberiof West for a showdown after the Paris

German federal offices and em- summit collapsed is strong tes-

ployees in the city. There are timony,; however, that the, Krem-
representatives of 12 minis- lin realizes the stakes and risks

tries, 35 other federal offices, are very high. In accordance

and several courts located in with the general line of his co-

West Berlin. In support of the existence policy, Khrushchev

Soviet-East German contention probably still prefers a negoti-
that West Berlin is not part ated settlement.
of the Federal Republic, the
East Germans could begin to in- If the Soviet proposal for

terfere with movement by rail a new summit misfires, however,
and highway of federal officials or if Khrushchev fails to ob-

and employees, tain his minimum terms--some

agreement pointing toward a

The East Germans could al- change in the status of West

so confiscate supplies and equip- Berlin--the Soviet Union will

ment consigned to federal of- probably feel obliged to. move

fices in Berlin. As a further unilaterally. In the meantime,

measure the East Germans or East German harassment will be

Russians could insist that applied intermittently to

American military trains cease strengthen Khrushchev's bar-

hauling West German mail cars, gaining position and maintain
pressure against the West to re-

Outlook turn tothe ne tiating table.

Soviet moves in the Berlin
crisis have proceeded on the
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